Identifying contours from occlusion events.
Surface contours specified by occlusion events that varied in density, velocity, and type of motion (rotation or translation) were examined in four experiments. As a fourth experimental factor, there were both figure-motion trials (the occluding surface moved over a stationary background) and background-motion trials (the background moved behind a stationary surface) in each experiment. Displays contained line patterns and rotary motion (Experiment 1), line patterns and translatory motion (Experiment 2), textured surfaces and rotary motion (Experiment 3), and textured surfaces and translatory motion (Experiment 4). Results indicate that contour identifications are more accurate with translation than with rotation, and that background-motion trials are generally easier than figure-motion trials. Although density in all experiments affected identifications in both background- and figure-motion trials, velocity did so in Experiment 4 only. In Experiments 1, 2, and 3, velocity affected identifications in background-motion trials but not in figure-motion trials. In Experiments 3 and 4, the rate of accretion and deletion of texture was a poor predictor of identification accuracy. These results are not consistent with previous accounts of contour perception from occlusion events, and may reflect an involvement of ocular pursuit as a mechanism for registering contour information.